Dear Mr. McDonald:

Apropos of your story in the TIMES of this date concerning LBJ's doubts about Oswald, I am taking the liberty of sending you a copy of my February report in which I touch on JFK's assassination. (I was in Dallas and had occasion to witness the manner in which Kennedy's death was exploited by the violent Left. Had Oswald not been caught, wheels already in motion would have touched off a violent movement against those regarded as politically on the Right.)

No doubt you are aware of the COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE ASSASSINATIONS, which is headed by Bernard Fensterwald, Jr., at 927 15th Street, N.W., in Washington.

I suggest that you call on Fensterwald and do a follow-up story on today's TIME's story on Oswald and Johnson's doubts.

Also, Fensterwald has some pertinent questions concerning James Earl Ray which he would like to have an M.P. bring up in Commons.

Sincerely,

Hilaire du Berrier